Deriving Ephemeral Gullies from VHR Image in Loess Hilly Areas through Directional Edge Detection
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Abstract: Monitoring ephemeral gullies facilitates water planning and soil conservation. Artificial interpretation based on high spatial resolution images is the main method for monitoring ephemeral gullies in large areas; however, this method is time consuming. In this study, a semiautomatic method for extracting ephemeral gullies in loess hilly areas based on directional edge detection is proposed. First, the area where ephemeral gullies developed was extracted because the weak trace of ephemeral gullies in images can hardly be detected by most image detectors, which avoided the noise from other large gullies. Second, a Canny edge detector was employed to extract all edges in the image. Then, those edges along the direction where ephemeral gullies developed were searched and coded as candidate ephemeral gullies. Finally, the ephemeral gullies were identified through filtering of pseudo-gullies by setting the appropriate length threshold. Experiments in three loess hilly areas showed that accuracy ranged from 38.18% to 85.05%, completeness ranged from 82.35% to 92.86%, and quality ranged from 35.29% to 79.82%. The quality of the remote sensing images highly affected the results. The accuracy was significantly improved when the image was used with less grass and shrubs. The length threshold in directional searching also affected the accuracy. A small threshold resulted in additional noise and disconnected gullies, whereas a large threshold disregarded the short gullies. A reasonable threshold can be obtained through the index of quality. The threshold also exhibits a strong relationship with the average length of ephemeral gullies, and this relationship can help obtain the optimum threshold in the hilly area of the Northern Loess Plateau of China.
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1. Introduction

Ephemeral gullies are small channels eroded by concentrated flow, often erased by cultivation, but recurring in the same place during subsequent runoff events [1,2]. Ephemeral gullies are widely distributed in the hillslope of the Chinese Loess Plateau [3,4]. An ephemeral gully generally occurs in slope croplands. The width and depth of an ephemeral gully are larger than that of a rill, but smaller than that of a bank gully (Figure 1) [5–7]. Ephemeral gullies not only engulf farmlands, but also transport sediments and pollutants [8]. In the area of the Xingzi watershed of the Loess Plateau of China, the area where ephemeral gullies are distributed constitutes 35% of the upslope area, and the soil loss amount accounts for 35–75% of the total slope erosion [9].
Many studies focused on geomorphic threshold conditions for ephemeral gully incision [10–16], influencing factors of ephemeral gully erosion [17–21], and an ephemeral gully erosion model [22–27] to elucidate the importance of ephemeral gullies in gully erosion. The position, shape, and distribution of ephemeral gullies are the necessary information for most previously-mentioned studies.

The morphological characteristics of ephemeral gully can be acquired through a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) from field surveys because the width and depth of ephemeral gullies typically do not exceed 100 cm in the Loess Plateau of China [3]. In field surveys, a needle board with closely spaced needles for measuring surface roughness [28–30], digital photogram [31–34], global positioning system, light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [35–39], and unmanned aerial vehicles [40–43] are usually employed. Field surveys, particularly high-resolution DEM generation, cover only a single slope or a small area due to their disadvantages of high cost and time consumption, thus making them unsuitable for gully investigation of a large area. Instead of field surveys, high-resolution remote sensing images were employed to monitor gully erosion, with the advantages of high spatial resolution and multiperiod images, as well as large area coverage [44].

To date, visual interpretation of imagery is the prevalent method for ephemeral gully extraction. Drawing gullies from images remains labor intensive, and the result is highly influenced by personal knowledge and experience [45–48]. An ephemeral gully exhibits an elongated feature and has a width of 0.5 m to 1 m, thereby occupying only one or two cells in very high resolution (VHR) images, such as IKONOS or QuickBird. Moreover, the hillslope ephemeral gully spectrum is not that different from its surroundings, which makes automatic detection of the ephemeral gully from the background difficult. Shruthi et al. [49,50] developed a knowledge-based generic method for mapping a gully system through an object-oriented image analysis based on IKONOS and GeoEye-1 data and a high-resolution digital surface model (DSM), which exhibited substantial achievement in ephemeral gully extraction. However, their method relies on high-resolution DSM, which is expensive and frequently unavailable in large areas [51].

An ephemeral gully usually develops in upslope areas and presents linear erosion features characterized by long, narrow shapes and light tones [48]. Thus, ephemeral gullies can be distinguished from the background of an image through the linear extraction method. Numerous linear feature extraction methods, which mainly focused on road extraction from VHR satellite images, were developed [52,53]. The image characteristics of ephemeral gullies are different from that of roads in the aspects of width, size, gray value, contrast with surroundings, and noise. The features of ephemeral gullies in images can also be affected by the sensor type, spectral and spatial resolutions, weather, light variation, and ground characteristic. Road extraction methods cannot be directly applied
in ephemeral gully extraction, but provide valuable techniques for gully extraction. Among those methods, established edge detection methods, such as Roberts, Log, and Canny, contribute to the extraction of potential linear features from images [54–57]. In this regard, a directional edge detection method for ephemeral gully extraction is proposed. First, irrelevant areas are removed to exclude noises from other irrelevant objects by using a previously-proposed multidirectional hill-shading model [58] and obtaining the region where ephemeral gullies develop. Then, all linear features could be detected by the Canny edge detector and regarded as candidate gullies. According to the direction of ephemeral gullies, a directional searching algorithm is executed to filter candidates. Finally, ephemeral gully lines are generated by connecting the identified gully cells with an appropriate length parameter along the gully direction. The objectives of this study are as follows: (1) examine the potential of directional edge detection in mapping ephemeral gully erosion features from VHR images; (2) establish relative parameters in loess hilly areas; and (3) assess the accuracy of the results by comparing them with a manually-digitized gully.

2. Area and Data

2.1. Areas

A substantial number of ephemeral gullies developed in the Loess Plateau of China [3]. A total of three small areas distributed in loess hilly areas, which have different directions, lengths, spacing, and densities of ephemeral gullies, were selected as test and validation areas. T1 is located north of Jingbian County with an area of 0.23 km$^2$. Ephemeral gullies in this area are mainly distributed in the northeast direction. T1 is the test area for the application of the ephemeral gully extraction methods. The two other test areas, namely T2 (Dingbian) and T3 (Huanxian), are both distant from T1 with different characteristics of ephemeral gullies. T2 and T3 are used to validate the applicability of the proposed method. The detailed information on the areas is listed in Table 1. All three areas are in the loess hill of the Northern Loess Plateau of China. The locations and images of the study sites are shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Area</th>
<th>Position (WGS84)</th>
<th>Area (km$^2$)</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>Remote Sensing Image</th>
<th>Ephemeral Gully Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 (Jingbian)</td>
<td>37°28'49&quot;–37°28'59&quot; N; 108°48'2&quot;–108°48'35&quot; E</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1348–1556</td>
<td>Images from Pléiades with 0.5 m spatial resolution</td>
<td>Nearly north-south direction. Locating at one side slope of valley. Length ranges from 16 m to 96 m with average space interval of 10 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 (Dingbian)</td>
<td>37°12'30&quot;–37°13'03&quot; N; 108°01'09&quot;–108°1'43&quot; E</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1438–1630</td>
<td>Images from Google Earth with 0.5 m spatial resolution.</td>
<td>Gentle northeast-southwest direction. Obvious difference in numbers and length on both sides of the valley. Average length is 59 m in one slope side. About 15 m of space interval of ephemeral gully.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 (Huanxian)</td>
<td>36°12'31&quot;–36°13'17&quot; N; 107°12'42&quot;–07°13'03&quot; E</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1409–1581</td>
<td>Images from Google Earth with 0.5 m spatial resolution.</td>
<td>West-east direction. Length ranges from 19 m to 109 m with an average of 66 m. Average space interval is about 13 m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Data

High-resolution image of Pléiades, with an imaging date of 6 October 2013, has a 50 cm spatial resolution at the panchromatic band and can be used for experiments in the T1 area because the trace of ephemeral gullies can be detected at this level of spatial resolution. The images for the two other areas were downloaded from Google Earth at a spatial resolution of 0.5 m. The imaging date of T2 is 30 August 2009 and that of T3 is 30 July 2015. Similar to the images of Pléiades, these images are used to validate the method for different sources of images.

As previously mentioned, DEM was used to extract the areas where ephemeral gullies developed. The DEM with 1 m resolution for T1 area was generated by interpolating the point cloud from field survey LIDAR using a Riegl VZ400 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, Horn, Austria). The DEM with 5 m resolution for the two other areas were obtained from the National Administration of Surveying, Mapping, and Geoinformation. The region where ephemeral gullies distribute can be acquired through easing large gully-affected areas, namely, the gully boundary.

3. Method

3.1. Basic Idea

The ephemeral gullies in the Loess Plateau usually develop with a depth of 30–100 cm and a width of 40–100 cm \[3,4,6\]. These ephemeral gullies are typically distributed in upslope areas, and their...
longitude profiles match with terrain surface slopes. As no evident shoulder line can be found in ephemeral gullies, they present a linear feature with 0.5 m to 1 m widths. A gully system, including valley, bank, and ephemeral gullies in the T1 area, is presented in Figure 3. In this system, valley and bank gullies can be easily identified, whereas the gray value of ephemeral gully is extremely weak and indistinct from its neighboring cells, thereby making identification difficult.

![Figure 3. Ephemeral gullies and their location in a gully system in a high-resolution image.](image)

The area where ephemeral gullies developed should be separated from valley and bank gully areas to filter noise from irrelevant objects. The affected area of valley and bank gullies could be identified by DEM-based gully boundary extraction methods [58–62]. The area where ephemeral gullies developed is shown by the red lines in Figure 3, which makes image edge detection possible after the removal of other strong spectral reflectance regions.

Figure 4 shows the main procedure of ephemeral gully extraction. Based on the segmented image, wherein only ephemeral gullies existed, a directional edge detection method was proposed. First, an edge-detecting operator was employed to detect all small linear edges, which were regarded as candidates of ephemeral gullies. Then, according to the direction of the ephemeral gully distribution, the direction-searching rules were designed, as described in Section 3.3. Only the cells retrieved by searching rules were regarded as part of the ephemeral gully. Then, ephemeral gullies were extracted by connecting the retrieved neighboring cells with an appropriate length threshold. Finally, ephemeral gullies were presented as a line by converting the raster to a vector.

![Figure 4. Workflow of ephemeral gully extraction.](image)

3.2. Edge Detection

Well-known edge detection operators, which include Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Log, and Canny, can generate significantly different results with different kinds of images [63]. An experiment was conducted to compare the capabilities of these operators in detecting weak spectral information of ephemeral gullies. The operators of Roberts, Sobel, and Prewitt cannot detect ephemeral gullies (as shown in Figure 5b–d, respectively), and the Log operator can detect only a part of the ephemeral gullies (Figure 5e). By contrast, although a considerable amount of noise is detected, the Canny
operator can detect nearly all the ephemeral gullies (Figure 5f). Therefore, the Canny edge detector was selected for ephemeral gully extraction.

\[ G(x, y) = \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) / 2\pi\sigma^2 \]  

where \( \sigma \) denotes the parameter of the Gaussian filter. It controls the extent of the smoothing image.

(2) Calculating gradient

The second step is to calculate the magnitude and direction of image gradient based on a 2 × 2 area of neighboring cells. The approximation of the first-order partial derivative on the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions can be derived by using the following formulas:

\[ E_x[i,j] = \frac{(I[i+1,j] - I[i,j] + I[i+1,j+1] - I[i,j+1])}{2} \]  
\[ E_y[i,j] = \frac{(I[i,j+1] - I[i,j] + I[i+1,j+1] - I[i+1,j])}{2} \]

The magnitude of the image gradient is:

\[ M(i,j) = \sqrt{E_x[i,j]^2 + E_y[i,j]^2} \]  

The direction of the image gradient is:

\[ \theta_{i,j} = \arctan(E_y[i,j]/E_x[i,j]) \]  

(3) Non-maximum suppression (NMS)
The NMS process can help guarantee that each edge has one-pixel width. The Canny algorithm uses $3 \times 3$ neighboring cells to execute interpolation of the gradient magnitude along the gradient direction. If the magnitude $M(i,j)$ is larger than the two interpolation results on the gradient direction, then it will be marked as the candidate edge point; otherwise, it will be marked as a non-edge point. The candidate edge image will be acquired.

(4) Checking and connecting the edges

The double-threshold method was employed to select the edge points after the NMS process. The pixels whose gradient magnitude is larger than the high threshold will be marked as edge points, and those whose gradient magnitude is lower than the low threshold will be regarded as non-edge points. The remaining pixels will be marked as candidate edge points. Only those candidate edge points that connect with the edge points will be marked as edge points. Then, the final edge image will be acquired.

In this process, the double-threshold parameters will significantly influence the edge image result. Thus, an experiment was designed to select suitable thresholds of the Canny operator according to the principle of detecting numerous edges despite the noise. The aim of this principle is to allow detection of all the ephemeral gullies. The result after Canny edge detection, that is, the edge image, will be used for ephemeral gully identification.

3.3. Directional Detection

3.3.1. Ephemeral Gully Direction

A large-scale field investigation showed that ephemeral gullies are generally distributed parallel in a slope area, and their direction varies in different slope areas. Although ephemeral gullies can be observed in many different directions, four typical directions are abstracted by inducting similar directions, which are sufficient to represent most ephemeral gully directions. Figure 6 shows the four typical directions, which include northeast to southwest (direction I), north to south (direction II), northwest to southeast (direction III), and west to east (direction IV). Therefore, the searching rules were conducted based on these directions. After Canny edge detection, a considerable amount of noise could be removed from the image through a directional searching filter. A searching order is provided for each direction. The detailed searching rules are presented in Section 3.3.2.

![Figure 6. Ephemeral gully directions and their searching order.](image)
3.3.2. Directional Searching Rules

The edge image after Canny edge detection is a matrix with 0s and 1s, where one is regarded as edges, including ephemeral gullies, and a considerable amount of noise. The directional searching rules were designed to identify the cells from the ephemeral gully and filter out noise. Considering that the four preceding types of directions mentioned are abstracted, the key of the searching rules is the searching order under a set direction. Figure 7 shows the operating searching rules in each direction.

![Directional Searching Rules Diagram](image)

**Figure 7.** Directional searching rules of four typical directions.

For example, Direction I is used to detect ephemeral gullies in the northeast–southwest direction. The searching order is lower left, left, and lower cells of the current grid. The search starts from the first line of the edge image. When the current cell value is 1, this cell is marked as a candidate gully, and its lower left cell is searched. If the lower left cell has a value of 1, then this cell is marked as a candidate gully and its lower left cell is searched to identify a new current cell. If the lower left cell has a value of 0, then the left cell is searched. If the left cell has a value of 0, then the lower cell is searched. If the lower cell has a value of 0, then the search is stopped and the procedure for the next object is started until the last row of the edge image is traversed (Figure 7). For the last row, the search order...
is the right, upper right, and upper cells of the current grid in the case of missing gully cells of the last line.

For Directions II, III, or IV, the searching rules are basically the same, except for the search order priority (Figures 6 and 7). When traversing the last row of the images at Direction II, the upper left, upper, and upper right cells of the current candidate object are searched in order. When traversing the last row of the images at Direction III, the left, upper left, and upper cells of the current candidate object are searched. When traversing the last row of the images at Direction IV, the left, upper left, and lower left cells of the current candidate object are searched.

3.3.3. Identifying Ephemeral Gullies

Many noise cells were removed after the directional searching process. However, a few pseudo-gully cells still existed in the image. Neighboring candidate cells were connected along the search direction to identify ephemeral gullies. Then, a length threshold was set according to the planar elongated feature of the ephemeral gully. Only those connected cells with lengths larger than the threshold were identified as ephemeral gullies and coded as an object. The optimum length of the threshold for ephemeral gullies will be discussed in Section 4.1.2. After directional searching and coding, the image can be reclassified according to its code because each ephemeral gully has its own code. The ephemeral gully can be extracted as a line by converting the raster to a vector.

3.4. Reference Data and Accuracy Assessment

3.4.1. Reference Data

Manual interpretation of VHR images is widely used to assess the extraction of linear objects, such as roads and gullies, from images [52,54,58,61]. Therefore, the reference data are generated by manual image interpretation. The ephemeral gullies are manually drawn as a line by tracing the parallel directional features presented in the satellite image. The field survey of the T1 area has been conducted to validate the reliability of the results from image interpretation. When compared with the field investigation, the image interpretation of the hillslope gullies was highly accurate at the position and line morphology. Owing to the existence of the minimal difference between the image interpretation result and the field survey, the ephemeral gullies in other test areas were drawn by visual image interpretation and as reference data (ground truth) to validate the accuracy of this method in other areas.

3.4.2. Accuracy Assessment

Accuracy assessment is typically reduced to a mathematical problem based on the comparison of analytical results and reference data [49]. A total of four indices, namely completeness, correctness, quality, and length ratio, were employed for quantitative accuracy assessment from the aspects of position and length. The first three indices were widely used in assessing the extracted road result from the images [65,66]. Owing to the similar objective for linear feature extraction, position, and length were introduced in the accuracy assessment in this study:

\[
\text{completeness} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{correctness} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (7)
\]

\[
\text{quality} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\text{length rate} = \frac{\text{length of extracted gullies}}{\text{length of reference gullies}} \times 100\% \quad (9)
\]
where TP indicates the true positive and is the number of lines existing in both reference and extracted ephemeral gullies; FN indicates the false negative and is the number of lines existing in the reference gullies but not in the extracted gullies; and FP indicates the false positive and is the number of lines existing in the extracted gullies but not in the reference gullies. Length rate measures the length accuracy of extracted gullies and is the ratio of the total length from extracted gullies and the length from reference gullies.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Parameter Comparison

The sensitivity threshold of the Canny edge detector and the length threshold for directional searching are the two parameters that influenced the extracted result. The experiments for optimum parameters were conducted and analyzed.

4.1.1. Threshold of the Canny Parameter

The parameter threshold of the Canny operator affected the edge-detected result. The results from different thresholds were compared and showed that a large threshold leads to fewer detected edges (Figure 8). Each result was generated by an upper and lower threshold. The lower threshold is automatically determined by a given upper threshold in MATLAB. The edges with vertical direction are fewer when the upper threshold is 0.05 (Figure 8d). The edges should be detected as much as possible due to the weak traces of ephemeral gullies in the image. Therefore, from the comparison of results with different thresholds, the upper threshold of 0.01 (Figure 8b) is used for edge detection because all candidate cells belonging to the ephemeral gully can be included.

![Figure 8. Comparison of the sensitivity thresholds of the Canny operator: (a) the self-adapt threshold; (b) the threshold of upper 0.01 and lower 0.004; (c) the threshold of upper 0.02 and lower 0.008; and (d) the threshold of upper 0.05 and lower 0.02.](image)

4.1.2. Length Threshold

After Canny edge detection, the image contained considerable noise (Figure 9a). The directional identification of linear objects facilitated the recognition of the ephemeral gully and removal of the noise. The length threshold in directional detection can influence the identified result. An appropriate length along the ephemeral gully direction can distinguish the ephemeral gully from the noise. Figure 9 shows the results with different length thresholds.

A large threshold leads to fewer ephemeral gullies and noise. Considerable noise and pseudo-gullies were observed in the result at length thresholds of 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m. The ephemeral gullies were also discontinuous with small length thresholds (Figure 9b–d). With the increase in the length threshold, the detected gullies decreased. However, the ephemeral gullies that were correctly identified increased among the detected gullies (Figure 9e). If the length threshold continued to increase, then a few short ephemeral gullies will be ignored, and the ephemeral gullies that were
correctly detected would decrease (Figure 9f). Therefore, quantitative assessment (Section 3.4.2) should be employed to set the appropriate length threshold.

Given the width of ephemeral gullies ranging from 0.5 m to 1 m, gully lines unavoidably exhibit a slight offset when converting the raster to a vector. In calculating the quantitative indices, the extracted gullies, which fall within the 1 m buffer zone on both sides of manually-interpreted gullies, were regarded as correctly detected. The results were compared with different length thresholds ranging from 5 m to 20 m in the T1 area (Table 2).

In the T1 area, with the increase in the threshold, the correctness initially increases and subsequently decreases, whereas the completeness and length rate persistently decrease. Quality is regarded as an assessment criterion due to its capability to comprehensively indicate correctness and completeness. With the highest quality of 35.29%, the corresponding length threshold is 8.5 m, which is the optimum value for the T1 test area.

**Table 2. Accuracy with different length thresholds in the T1 area.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length Threshold (m)</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Length Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>69.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>34.59%</td>
<td>85.19%</td>
<td>32.62%</td>
<td>50.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>35.83%</td>
<td>84.31%</td>
<td>33.59%</td>
<td>48.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>38.18%</td>
<td>82.35%</td>
<td>35.29%</td>
<td>47.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>38.38%</td>
<td>79.17%</td>
<td>34.86%</td>
<td>44.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>38.46%</td>
<td>74.47%</td>
<td>33.98%</td>
<td>42.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>38.10%</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>39.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>40.91%</td>
<td>67.50%</td>
<td>34.18%</td>
<td>36.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41.94%</td>
<td>65.00%</td>
<td>34.21%</td>
<td>35.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
<td>31.58%</td>
<td>33.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.74%</td>
<td>57.89%</td>
<td>31.43%</td>
<td>31.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40.82%</td>
<td>54.05%</td>
<td>30.30%</td>
<td>29.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>27.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37.84%</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
<td>24.14%</td>
<td>23.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35.29%</td>
<td>36.36%</td>
<td>21.82%</td>
<td>20.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29.03%</td>
<td>28.13%</td>
<td>16.67%</td>
<td>17.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26.67%</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td>14.81%</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26.92%</td>
<td>21.88%</td>
<td>13.73%</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36.84%</td>
<td>21.88%</td>
<td>15.91%</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Result

The proposed method is applied to the two other test areas (that is, T2 and T3) to validate its application to different kinds of remote sensing images and different distribution patterns of ephemeral gullies.

The extracted results denoted by blue lines are compared with the results generated by manual interpretation denoted by red lines (Figure 10). Although the direction, length, and space of ephemeral gullies are different in the three test areas, the majority of ephemeral gullies can be identified. The position of the extracted gullies corresponds highly to the reference data. However, a few ephemeral gullies are neglected, and the extracted gullies are generally shorter than those obtained from manual interpretation.

![Figure 10. Extracted results of ephemeral gullies and their comparison with manual interpretation results: (T1) result in Jingbian area; (T2) result in Dingbian area; and (T3) result in Huanxian area.](image)

The parameters and assessment indices used are significantly different in the three areas (Table 3). Correctness indicates how correctly the ephemeral gully was extracted. T1 has the lowest correctness, which indicates that no more than 40% of the gullies were correctly identified. This result can be attributed to the weak contrast of ephemeral gully in the gray image value and additional image noise (that is, shrub and field trails) compared with the two other images. The ephemeral gully presented by the high-resolution images are only one or two cell widths and are easily covered by shrub or grass,
thus making it difficult to distinguish such gullies from the background. Although the images from the T2 and T3 areas were obtained in summer, a relatively clear trace of ephemeral gullies can be detected with less grass and shrubs. Therefore, the correctness of the two areas was much higher than that of T1.

Table 3. Parameters and accuracy indices in the three areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Length Threshold</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Length Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 (Jingbian)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>38.18%</td>
<td>82.35%</td>
<td>35.29%</td>
<td>47.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 (Dingbian)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>71.11%</td>
<td>91.43%</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>71.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 (Huanxian)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85.05%</td>
<td>92.86%</td>
<td>79.82%</td>
<td>46.41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Completeness reflects how completely the ephemeral gully was detected. Completeness was higher than correctness in all three areas. This finding indicates that although the length of the extracted gullies may not match with their real length, the proposed method can detect the overwhelming majority of ephemeral gullies. The ephemeral gully directions are different in T3, but the completeness is highest in this area, thereby validating the effectiveness of the directional detection method proposed in this study.

Quality reflects the overall assessment of correctness and completeness. Quality exhibited a similar trend to that of correctness and ranged from 35.29% to 79.82%. Except for the T1 area, the results from the T2 and T3 areas were regarded as acceptable. Such low quality in the T1 area can be attributed to the presence of dense grass in ephemeral gullies, thereby resulting in a weak gray value contrast between ephemeral gullies and the background in the image (Figure 1). By contrast, the ephemeral gullies in the two other images are more clearly detected with less grass in the ephemeral gullies (Figure 2).

The length ratio indicates the coincidence in shape between ephemeral and extracted gullies. A high length ratio indicates a high integrity and a matched morphology. This finding indicates the significant difference in different test areas (Table 3). The length of the extracted gullies is usually shorter than their actual length. The highest length is 71.4% in T2, where the ephemeral gully shows a nearly parallel direction. A uniform direction leads to a high matching of the extracted gully. The gully directions are not as uniform in T1 and T3 as that in T2, thereby resulting in lower length matching. In addition, extracting the field trails in the images of T1 and T3 was easier than the ephemeral gully. The field trails and inconsistent gully directions affected the continuity of ephemeral gully extraction.

The parameters of length threshold were different in the three areas. T1 has the shortest length threshold of 8.5 m, followed by T2 and T3. Length threshold played a key role in ephemeral gully extraction to filter the remaining noise in the image after Canny edge detection. A small threshold may include considerable noise apart from ephemeral gullies. Meanwhile, a large threshold would neglect short ephemeral gullies. The optimum threshold should be a balance of maximum noise removal and ephemeral gully detection. Therefore, the length threshold acquired by the quality index through a series of experiments was optimally certified. A positive correlation between the length threshold and average gully length was observed, with the $R^2$ value of 0.99 (Figure 11). This finding indicates that a long average ephemeral gully leads to a large threshold. Notably, a long average ephemeral gully leads to highly accurate extraction results.
5. Conclusions

Soil loss is definitely intensified with the development of the hillslope ephemeral gully. Monitoring ephemeral gullies will help researchers understand their numbers, densities, and distributions, which are used for soil planning and water conservation [67].

This study proposed a method for semi-automatically mapping ephemeral gullies based on VHR images. Experiments in three different areas with different source VHR images verified the replicability of this method. The accuracy of the extracted results varied largely in the three areas. Except for T1 area, which exhibits the lowest accuracy, the accuracy of correctness ranged from 71.11% to 85.05%, completeness ranged from 91.43% to 92.86%, and quality ranged from 66.67% to 79.82%. Although the accuracy in the T1 area was low, the performance of the directional edge detection method in other areas was regarded as acceptable. This finding will be beneficial in extracting ephemeral gullies in a large area.

The quality of the remote sensing image is the key factor influencing the performance of this method. The image of the T1 area was inappropriately tested for ephemeral gully extraction because the grass and shrubs within the ephemeral gullies are similar to that of the surroundings, which led to no apparent spectrum contrast difference between the ephemeral gully and background. The high accuracy of ephemeral gully extraction relies on an image with no or less grass within ephemeral gullies. Generally, grass and shrubs are dried in the winter season in the Northern Chinese Loess Plateau. The morphology of ephemeral gullies in the land surface is clearer than that in the summer season. Therefore, the image acquired in the winter season is believed to help improve the accuracy of gully extraction. Perciano combined different sources and temporal images to improve the accuracy of road extraction [68]. The improvement of ephemeral gully extraction could be assessed by adopting multisource and multi-temporal images in the future.

The optimum length threshold in directional detection can be determined by using the index of quality. The optimum length threshold differs in various areas. However, the length thresholds exhibit a strong positive relationship with the average length of ephemeral gullies within the three areas. Additional experiments in other areas should be conducted to validate this relationship when applying the proposed method in loess hilly areas of the Northern Loess Plateau of China.

The accuracy of ephemeral gully extraction still needs to be improved in future works, particularly in the aspect of adaptive length threshold in directional edge searching.
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